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INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a variety embedded in P; where R is an algebraically closed field. 
Let L(X)(k) denote the linear system cut out on X by the hypersurfaces of 
degree k. Then L(X)(k) is complete for large enough k. The question arises: 
Given a particular embedding of X, how large does k have to be before 
L(X)(k) is complete? In the case C is a curve, the problem was studied by 
Castelnuovo [2], who showed, in particular, that if Cc P3, then L(C)(k) is 
complete if k> deg(C) - 2 ( see Szpiro [ 12) for a modern proof due to 
Gruson) and more recently by Lazarfeld et al. [5], who have shown that if C 
a nondegenerate curve in P”, then L(C)(k) is complete for 
F> deg(C) - n + 1. 
In this paper, we study the following special case. Let X be a variety in P” 
with ideal sheaf .7’. To say that L(X)(k) is complete is equivalent to saying 
that the sequence 
0 --t H’(P”, 7(k)) -+ H’I(P”, ppH(k)) -+ H”(X, cdP,(k)) --) 0 
is exact. Let R(X)(k) denote the kth graded piece of the homogeneous coor- 
dinate ring of X. Then R(X)(k) = H’(P”, epPp,(k))/Ho(Pn, 3’(k)). We have 
R(X)(k) cH’(X, c”,(k)) with equality if and only if L(X)(k) is complete. 
Now suppose that L(X)(k) is complete for all k > 1, that is, that R(X)(k) = 
H”(X, Fx(k)) for all k > 1. Let Z.&Y) denote the image of X under projection 
from a point P&X. If n&V) is isomorphic to X, then H’(;rr,(X), Fzp,,,(k))= 
Ho@, F,(k)) for all k, and so L(np(X))(k) is complete if and only if 
R (q(X))(k) = H°K 4(k)) = R(X)(k). 
* Portions of this work originally appeared as part of the author’s Ph. D. thesis completed 
at the University of Illinois under the direction of Professor E. Graham Evans, Jr. 
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The problem of finding k such that L(X)(k) is complete is reduced to the 
problem of finding k such that R(n,(X))(k) = Z?(X)(k). 
We will prove the following result. Let X be a variety defined locally by 
the 2 x 2 minors of a matrix M with linear entries and suppose that L(X)(k) 
is complete for all k > 1. If P does not lie on a secant line or a tangent space 
to X, then L(n,(X))(k) is complete for all k > 2. (This is a best possible 
bound, since R(z,(Y))(l) #R(Y)(l) for any nondegenerate variety Y.) 
Examples of varieties with this property are the Segre embedding of P’ X P’, 
any rational normal scroll, the d-uple embedding of P’, and the d-uple 
embedding of any smooth variety Xc P’ if d is large enough. The theorem is 
first proved for Segre embeddings of P’ x P’. It is then extended to all 
varieties defined locally by 2 x 2 minors by use of the fact that any such 
variety is the scheme-theoretic intersection of a linear space with the Segre 
embedding of some P’ X P’. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout this paper, we will take variety to mean an irreducible 
projective variety. 
We start by fixing notation. Let X be a variety in P”. We denote the 
defining ideal of X by I(X), and A[x,, x1 ,..., x,1/l(X), the homogeneous coor- 
dinate ring of X, by R(X). The kth graded piece of R(X) is denoted by 
R(X)(k). If U is a relatively open subset of X, we denote the ring of all 
regular functions on U by @(U, X). 
If P is a point in P” and if P” is a linear space in P” not containing P, we 
define the projection map from P to be the map IC, : P” - P --+ Pn- ’ sending 
Q E P” -P to the point which is the unique intersection of Pn-’ with the 
line spanned by Q and P. If X is a variety not containing P, then zp restricts 
to a morphism from X to Pn-i. Thus if we choose coordinates of P” so that 
P = (1,0 ,..., 0), and if we let R(X) = A[&, f, ,..., f,] where fi = xi + Z(X), 
then R(rcJX)) = R[f, ,..., f,]. F or example, suppose that P = (a,,, a, ,..., a,,), 
where a, # 0. Choose new coordinates x; = xi - (a,./aJx,, if i > 1. Then P in 
these new coordinates is (1,0 ,..., 0), and R(n,(X)) is R[Si ,..., f:] = 
4.A - ~allao>.L-.Ji - @,/aOMJ 
If Q is a point in X, we define the embedding tangent space to X at Q, 
denoted by to,x, to be the unique linear subspace L c P” such that Q E L 
and the Zariski tangent space To,, is equal to To,, as linear subspaces of 
T c,L. The embedded tangent space tovpn is defined by 
l$o T/aXi(Q)Xi = 0 
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for all f E I(X) ( see Griffrths and Harris [4, p. 1751). The secant variety of 
X, denoted by Set(X), is defined to be the closure of the set of all secant 
lines through X. If X is smooth, then Set(X) is the union of all secant lines 
through X and of all t,,,. (See Lluis [8, Sects. l-41.) If P&X, then the 
projection map 7cp is an embedding if and only if P does not line on a secant 
line or in a to,*. (See Mumford [9, Sect. 3.71.) 
We will make use of the following necessary and sufficient condition on 
R(n,(X)) for np to be an embedding. 
(1.1) PROPOSITION. Let X be a variety in P”, and suppose P & X. The 
map zp is an embedding if and only if R(~~(x))(k) = R(X)(k) for large 
enough k. 
Proof: Choose coordinates so that P = (1, O,..., 0). Then R(X) = 
/[fo,f, ,..., f,] and R(qQJ)= k[f,,...,f,l, wheref;:=q +W9. 
Suppose R(n,(X))(k) = R(X)(k) for large enough k. Then, for any open 
set U c X, the induced map 
is an isomorphism (in fact, it is the identity map), and so z, is an 
isomorphism. 
Conversely, suppose that n, is an isomorphism. Let Vi = {(x, , x2 ,..., x,J E 
Pn-’ ] xi # 0). Then @(x,(X), Vi) = @(X, xp’(Ui)) for all 1 < i < n. It 
follows that, for any 1 < i < n, we have f0 f f E R(q,(X)) for large enough t. 
Moreover, since P 65 X, some polynomial of the form 
x; - x;-‘pl(xl )...) X”) - x ;-*pz(xl )..., XJ - * * * - ps(xI )...) XJ 
is in IQ. Hence f i = CF= i f i-lpi. It follows that cf,“)’ = (C;= r fiPipi)’ E 
R(?rp(X)). Hence any monomial in R(X) of degree >nst is in R(n,(X)), and 
so R(q(X))(k) = R(X)(k) for all k > nst. 1 
A variety Xc P” is said to be the scheme-theoretic intersection of two 
varieties Y and Z if X = Zn Y as sets and if z(X), the sheaf of ideals 
defining the scheme X, is equal to s’(Z) + z(Y). In other words, X is the 
scheme-theoretic intersection of Y and Z if I(X) is equal to I(Z) + I(Y) 
locally. If X is the scheme-theoretic intersection of Y and Z, and Q E X, it 
follows from the fact that z(X) =3(Z) + r(Y) that To,, = To,, n To,=, 
and so t,,, = to,y n t,,,. 
(1.2) DEFINITION. If P is any point in P”, we define C,,(X) to be the set 
of all points Q E X such that either P E t,,, or P lies on a secant line 
through Q. 
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(1.3) PROPOSITION. Let X be the scheme-theoretic intersection of a 
variety Y and a linear space L. Suppose P E L. Then Cp (X) = Cp (r> n L. 
Proof: Clearly CP (X) c C,,(Y) n L. Conversely, suppose that 
QE C,,(Y)nL. If PE to+*, then tQ,x= tQ,unta.L= to,vnL and so 
’ E tQ,X’ If P lies on a line through Q and Q’, then Q’ must also lie in L. 
Hence Q and Q’ are in X, and so Q E CP (X). 1 
We conclude with a few remarks about L(X)(k), the linear system cut out 
on X by hypersurfaces of degree k. There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the elements of L(X)(k) and R(X)(k) given by 
D, E LOX)(k) +-+ h E R(X)(k) 
where D, is the divisor cut out by the hypersurface H and h is the image in 
R(X)(k) of the polynomial defining H. 
We define L(X)(k), the complete linear system containing L(X)(k), to be 
the set of all effective divisors D + (g), where D E L(X)(k), and (g) is the 
divisor of zeros and poles of an element g of the function field of X. There 
is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements of H”(X, F,(k)) and 
L(X)(k) given by 
D, + (g) E Lo(k) ++ hg E H’(X, Fj(k)). 
We say that L(X)(k) is complete if L(X)(k) = L(X)(k), that is, if R(X)(k) = 
H”(X, F,(k)). For any variety X, we have L(X)(k) complete for large enough 
k. 
If X is a normal variety (in particular, if X is smooth), then L(X)(k) is 
complete if and only if R(X)(k) is equal to the kth graded piece of its 
integral closure. (See Hartshorne [7, p. 126, Ex. 5.14(a) and (b)].) A normal 
variety X is said to be projectively normal if R(X) is a normal ring, that is, if 
L(X)(k) is complete for all k > 1. 
(1.4) LEMMA. Let X be a variety such that L(X)(k) is complete for ali 
k > 1. Suppose that z*(X) is isomorphic to X. Then L(n,(X))(k) is complete 
if and only ifR(q(X))(k) = R(X)(k). 
Proof: Since L(X)(k) is complete for k > 1, we have R(X)(k) = 
H’(X, Ox(k)) for all k Q 1. Since x,(X) is isomorphic to X, we have 
H’(n,(X), e&,(k)) = H”(X, &(k)). Thus L(q.(X))(k) is complete if and 
only if R(nr(X))(k) = H”(X, &P,(k)) = R(X)(k). 
Thus, in order to show that L(n,(X))(k) is complete for k > 2, it will be 
enough to show that R(q,(X))(k) = R(X)(k) for k > 2. We conclude from the 
following lemma that it will be enough to show that R(lr,(X))(2) = R(X)(2). 
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(1.5) LEMMA. Let R c S be graded k-algebras, both generated by 
elements of degree &l. If R(r) = S(r) for some r > 1, then R(i) = S(i) for all 
i > r. 
Proof Suppose R(i) = S(i) for some i > r. Then S(i + 1) = S(i) S( 1) = 
R(i)S(l)=R(l)R(i- l)S(l). But R(i)=S(i)=S(i- l)S(l)cR(i- l)S(l). 
Hence R(l)R(i- l)S(l)=R(l)R(i)=R(i+ l), and so S(i+ l)= 
R(i + 1). I 
2. PROJECTIONS OF SEGRE EMBEDDINGS 
The Segre embedding of P’ X P” into PrS+rfS is defined to be the map 
We denote the image of P’ X P’ under u by YrVs. The ring R(YrvS) is 
k[ . ..) xi yi ,... 1. In this section we will show that, if P 6! Sec(Yrqs), then 
L(z,(YrsS))(k) is complete for all k > 2. 
We denote the coordinates of PrS+rtS by (..., z,,...) with a point being in 
Y’,” if and only if zij = xi yj. The defining ideal of Yr*’ is generated by all 
zi.iztnn - zizj such that i # m and j # n (see Goddard [3, p. 40]), and so is 
generated by the 2 x 2 minors of the s + 1 by r + 1 matrix M whose (i, j)th 
entry is zij. 
The first four coordinates of (..., zij,,..) will be taken throughout this paper 
to be z oo,zol,zlo, and zll. Thus, for example, the point (O,O, 0, 1,0 ,..., 0) is 
‘J((O, 1, o,..., O), (0, 1, o,..., 0)). 
First we find a representation of R(z,(Y’,“)). 
(2.1) LEMMA. Suppose P E PrStrfS. We may assume, after an 
appropriate choice of coordinates of P’ and P’, that R(n,(YrsS))( 1) is 
generated by the sets 
and 
{xi yi - aixO y,l 1 < i < min(r, s)} where ai = 0 or 1 (2.2) 
Proof. Let M be the s + 1 by r + 1 matrix whose (i, j)th entry is Zij* A 
change of basis of P’ induces a change of basis of PrS+rfS obtained by 
performing a column operation on M, and vice versa. Likewise, a change of 
basis of Ps induces a change of basis of Prs+r+s obtained by performing a 
row operation on M, and vice versa. 
For example, suppose r = s = 1. Let x6 =x, + 2x,. Then xh y, =x, y, + 
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2x, y,, and xhy, = x,,y, + 2x, y,. This induces the change of basis z&, = 
zoo + 2210 7 z/,i = zol + 2z,, . Thus 
(xo~x*)+(xo+%~xJ 
and 
Given a point P E Prs+r+s, we can represent it by a matrix M(P) whose 
(i, j)th entry is the (i, j)th coordinate of P. Perform row and column 
operations on M so that 
M(P) = 
Lemma (2.1) gives us the following representation of a point in Sec(Y”*‘). 
(2.3) LEMMA. Suppose that R(7c,(Yr9S))(l) is generated by the sets given 
in (2.2). If more than one ai is nonzero, then R(n,(Y’9)(2) = R(YrqS)(2). If 
at most one a, is nonzero, then P E Sec(Y’,“). 
Proof: If more than one a, is nonzero, one can check by multiplying the 
generators of R(x~(Y~*~))( 1) with one another that R(7rp( Y”,‘))(2) = 
R(YrqS)(2). If all the ats are zero, then P = u(( I, 0 ,..., 0), (1,0 ,..., 0)) E Yr*‘. 
Suppose that only one aij, say, a,, is not zero. Then 
P = (LO, 0, 1,o )...) 0) 
= a(( 1, 0 ,..., O), (1, 0 ,..., 0)) + a((0, 1, 0 ,..., O), (0, 1, 0 ,..., 0)) 
and so P E Sec(Yr*“). I 
Lemmas (2.1) and (2.3) taken together give us the following proposition. 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. Suppose that P 6? Sec(Yr,‘). Then L(q(Y’*“))(k) is 
complete for all k > 2. 
Proof: The ring R(Yr9”) is a normal ring, and so the variety Yrqs is 
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projectively normal. Hence it is enough to show that R(rr,(Y’+“))(2) = 
R(Y’qS)(2) whenever P @ Sec(YrVs). But this follows directly from 
Lemmas (2.1) and (2.3). 
3. PROJECTIONS OF VARIETIES DEFINED BY 2 x 2 MINORS 
In this section we extend Proposition (2.4) to varieties defined locally by 
2 X 2 minors. 
THEOREM (3.1). Let X be a variety dej?ned locally by the 2 x 2 minors 
of a matrix with linear entries such that L(X)(k) is complete for all k > 1. If 
P does not lie on any secant line through X, or in any to.x, then L(n,(X))(k) 
is complete for all k > 2. 
ProoJ: By Lemma (1.5) and the fact that L(X)(k) is complete for all 
k > 1, it is enough to show that R(rr,(X))(2) = R(X)(2). 
Since X is defined locally by the 2 by 2 minors of a matrix with linear 
entries, it is the scheme-theoretic intersection of a linear space L with a 
variety defined by the 2 by 2 minors of a matrix llzijll with indeterminant 
entries. In other words, X is the scheme-theoretic intersection of L with some 
Yr,‘. Thus Z( YrVs) c I( Y’,‘) + I(L) c I(X), and we have 
dim@ GW h@))(k)) 
G dim(R(Y’,S)lZ(L))l(R(7c,(Y”S)/1(~,(L)))(k) 
< dim(R(YrqS)/R(rrp(YrFs)))(k). (3.2) 
for all k. If P & Sec(Yr+‘), then it follows from (3.2) and Lemmas (2.1) and 
(2.3) that R(n,(X))(2) = R(X)(2). 
Suppose that P E Sec(Yrqs) but P does not lie on any secant line through 
X, or in any tQ,x. We may assume that P E L, since otherwise rep(X) =X. 
Hence we may assume that P E Y”‘“, since X = Yr,” f7 L. We will show that 
in this case R(7rp(X))(2) = R(X)(2). 
As before, we have YrV” c PrS+rtS where the coordinates of PrStr+’ are 
given by (zoo, zol, zIo, z ,i ,...). Let H be the linear space consisting of all 
points (zoo, zol, zlo, z ii, 0 ,..., 0). Then Hn Y”,” = Y’,‘. 
We will now show that Cp(Y’,‘) = Y’,’ (see Definition (1.2)). Let Q be 
any point in Y’.‘. We xi11 show that P lies on a secant line through Q. 
Choose coordinates of P’ x P’ so that Q = (1, 0, 0,O). We denote the point 
P in these new coordinates by (coo, co,, clo, c,,). The variety Y’*’ in H is 
defined by zoozl, -z~,z~~ =O, and so t,,,,., is defined by zll = 0. Hence 
P E to+yl.l if c,, = 0. Suppose c,, # 0. Let Q’ = (..., aibj ,... ), where a, = co,, 
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a,=c,,, bo=c,o/cll, and b, = 1. Then Q’ = (cO,cl,JcI,, co,, cn,, cii) and 
(co,, - ~~~cr,,/c~,)Q + Q’ = P. Thus P lies on a secant line through Q. 
Since yl.1 = Hn yr4 we have Cp( Y’*‘) = H n J$ (Y’*‘) 
Proposition (1.3). Hence ;I,’ c CB(YrVs). Thus L n Y’,l 
by 
CLn~,(r*“)= 
Cp (L n Yr9’) = &(X). But Cp(X) = 0, It follows that L n Y’*’ = 0. Since 
Y’,’ is a surface in H = P3, we must have dim(L f7 H) = 0. Hence L f7 H is 
the single point P = (1, 0, 0, a, 0 ,..., 0). We conclude that Z(L) must contain 
the generators 
zoo -Zll - p,( . ..) zij ,...) 
zO] - P2(*++, zijY.*> (3.3) 
zIO - P3(“‘, zij>***> 
where the pt)s are linear poynomials in zij such that (i, j) # (0, 0), (0, l), 
(LO), or (1, 1). 
We use the information about Z(L) given in (3.3) to compute R(n,(X))(2). 
Let R (Y’,‘) = R[ . . . . xi yi ,,.. ] and R(X) = n[ . . . . Xi yj ,... 1. The ring R(n,( Y’*s)) is 
k[xO YO -x1 Y13 xO Yl? x1 YOYm’e3 xi YjY** 1. One can check that R(~c~(Y”~))(~) is 
generated by the set 
Thus, in order to show that R(71#))(2) = R(X)(2), it is enough to show that 
-2 -2 -2 - - - xoy,,, x0 y, y,, and x0x, J: are in R(x,(X))(2). By (3.3) we have 
- - 
X, JO = xI jl + Pltxi Yj) 
xO Yl = P2Cxi Jj) 
xyo = P3(Xi jj). 
Hence 
(3.4) 
One can check that the right-hand sides of the equations in (3.4) are all in 
Z?(x,(X))(2), and so we have R(7+(X))(2) = R(X)(2). 1 
(3.5) COROLLARY. Let sd(Pr) denote the image of P’ in P(d:‘)-’ under 
the d-uple embedding sd: (x0 ,..., xr) + (..., mi ,... ), where the rn:s are the 
monomials of degree d in x, through x,.. Zf P 6! Sec(s,(P’)), then 
L(TL~(s,(P’)))(~) is complete for all k > 2. 
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Proof The homogeneous coordinate ring of sd(Pr) is R[..., m,,...] which 
is normal. Thus s,(P’) is projectively normal and so it is enough to show 
that Z(s,(P’) is generated by the 2 by 2 minors of a matrix with linear 
entries. 
We denote the coordinates of P(“:‘)-’ by ~(a,,,..., a,.), where the 8,‘s are 
nonnegative and Cai = d. A point is in sd(P’) if and only if z(ai) = nr=, xfi 
The defining ideal of sd(Pr) is generated by all polynomials of the form 
z(ai> z(ai> - z(Yi) z(Yi> such that ai + 8; = yi + y(. (See Goddard [3, p. 47 1 I.) 
Let M be the matrix whose first row consists of all ~(a,) such that 
a, > d/2 if d is even or a, > (d + 1)/2 if d is odd. Let the first column of M 
be the reflection of the first row of M if d is even, or let it consist of all z(ai) 
such that a, > (d - 1)/2 if d is odd. We denote the row (or column) in which 
~(a,) appears as the (ai)th row (or column) of M. NOW let the ((ai)(ri))th 
entry of A4 be the z(si) such that z(si) z(d, O,..., 0) - Z(ai) Z(yi) is in Z(X), that 
is, such that (ei) = (a, + y0 -d, ai + y1 ,..., c?, + y,). (Such an (si) always 
exists, since 8, + y,, < d.) Then the 2 x 2 determinants of A4 consists of all 
z(ai> z(al> - z@i) zfPI) such that (a,) + (a;) = (pi) + @I). But these are 
precisely the generators of Z(s,(P’)). 
(3.6) COROLLARY. Let XC P’ be a smooth variety, and let sd(X) be the 
image of X under the embedding induced by the d-uple embedding of P'. Zf d 
is large enough and if P tf Sec(s,(X)), then L(a,(s,(X)))(k) is complete for 
all k > 2. 
ProoJ: If d is large enough, then sd(X) is a projectively normal variety. 
(See Hartshorne [7, p. 126, Ex. 5.14(c)].) Moreover, if d > deg(X), then 
sd(X) is the scheme-theoretic intersection of sd(Pr) with a linear space. (See 
Mumford [9, p. 32, Theorem 1 and following].) Hence Z(s,(X)) is locally 
generated by the 2 x 2 minors of a matrix with linear entries. 1 
(3.7) COROLLARY. Let XC P, be a nondegenerate smooth variety such 
that deg(X) = n - dim(X) + 1. Zf P & Set(X) then L@,(X))(k) is complete 
for all k > 2. 
ProoJ It is shown by Harris in [6 ] and Saint-Donat in [ 11, p. 6071 that 
if X is an irreducible nondegenerate variety in P” with deg(X) = 
n - dim(X) + 1, then X is either a quadric hypersurface of rank greater than 
four, a cone over the Veronese surface in P’, or a rational normal scroll. In 
the first case Set(X) = P”, in the second case X is not smooth, and in the 
third case Arbarello and Harris [ 1, p. 154, Proposition (2.9), and p. 155, 
Proposition (2.14)] have shown that X is a projectively normal variety whose 
defining ideal is generated by the 2 x 2 minors of a matrix with linear 
entries. I 
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